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 Org. for patients with rare solid tumours: 

GIST, Sarcomas, Kidney Cancer 

 Established for GIST: June 2003 

 Non profit = a charitable assoc.  

 Board (patients), 3 employees 

 Support: More than 2.672 patients/families 

 22 regional groups in DE/CH/AT 

 2 multidisciplinary “Medical Science Boards” 

 2009: Das Wissenshaus – Institute of Oncology 

Das Lebenshaus: Overview… 



SPAEN 

Sarcoma Patients EuroNet e.V. 

- April 2009 founded in Bad Nauheim 

- EU: 26 Org. GIST/Sarcomas/Desmoide 

- 4 Annual Conferences 

- Board of Directors 

- European “Medical Advisory Board” 

- Networking & Projects 

 

 



IKCC 

Intl. Kidney Cancer Coalition 

- Founded 2009 

- 30 Org. worldwide 

- 4 Annual Conferences 

- Leadership-Team 

- Networking & Projects 

 

 



Strategic Planning 



 Is your group/organization thinking/planning strategically? 

 Are you creating strategies from a shared vision? 

 Do you learn from the past and gather information 

from and about the external environment? 

 Do you have immediate measurable goals in place? 

 Are individuals or the board (teams) accountable to a plan? 

 Is the organization creative and flexible? 

 Does it recognize, reward and institutionalize positive change? 

Some questions to consider… 



“Shared vision?” 



“Shared vision?” 



A lot of areas are using „Strategies“… 



 A method or plan chosen to bring about a desired future, 

such as achievement of a goal or solution to a problem. 

 

 The art and science of planning and marshalling resources 

for their most efficient and effective use. 

The term is derived from the Greek word for generalship 

or leading an army. 

What is a „Strategy“? 



Your team! Your goal! Your proceeding? 



 A systematic process of envisioning a desired future, and translating 

this vision into broadly defined goals or objectives and a 

sequence of steps to achieve them. 

 A systematic approach through which an organization agrees on priorities 

that are essential to its mission and responsive to its environment.  

What is „Strategic Planning“? 

Future/Vision/ 

Mission 

Goals/ 

Priorities 
Analysis 

Agreement/ 

Strategy 

Sequence 

of Steps 
Resources 

Environment Action Plan Measures 



 A prediction (prognosis) for the future 

 

 A smooth, predictable, linear process 

 

 A substitute for judgment of leadership 

What is „Strategic Planning“ not – e.g.? 



 Defines mission, vision & values 

 Establishes realistic goals, 

objectives & strategies 

 Ensures effective use of resources 

 Provides base to measure progress 

 Develops consensus on future direction 

 Builds stronger teams 

 Solves major problems 

Benefits of a „Strategic Planning“? 



 Strategic planning involves choosing the highest priority achievements 

that an organization is prepared to commit to over a period of 3 – 5 years. 

The process of planning emphasizes conscious, thoughtful choices. 

 Strategic planning builds commitment 

 Important for all levels of the organization to be involved 

 A Strategic Planning Committee (SPC) 

 Outside consultant/facilitator  (paid or pro bono/volunteer) 

- to facilitate conversations 

- to capture external interviews 

- to move the process along 

- to (maybe) draft the final plan 

 In the end: Plan must be owned by the board/staff 

in order to move it successfully and strategically into the future… 

Some „thoughts“… 



 To assess the current situation and 

review the relevance of the mission and programs… 

 Developing a “plan for the plan” e.g. 

- the outcome(s) of the planning process 

- strategic issues to address 

- planning activities 

- time frame. 

 SPC’s composition: 

Full board and staff involvement (+ facilitator?) 

 Thinking, collective experience, external and internal research 

The 1st activity 



 Summarize the organizational history 

 Detailing what has or has not been accomplished since the last planning 

 Empirical data, such as budget, fundraising and program trends, should be 

collected so that the SPC can better understand the choices to be made 

during the strategic planning process 

 Soft and a hard composition: 

The softer side includes mission, visions and values and beliefs 

The harder side includes outcome goals and strategic objectives 

that include milestones, metrics and benchmarks… 

The 2nd activity 



 Mission: 

Why does the organization exist? 

What is the reason for being? 

 Clear, short statement that focuses on attention in one clear 

direction by stating purpose of the group’s uniqueness 

 Vision: 

How will your community be changed, 

and made better by what you have done? 

 What is your organization’s vision of excellence 

 Has to be realistic and not something impractical 

 Values/Beliefs: 

What core principles should guide your org. in the present and into the future? 

 How people treat each other and what is most important to the organization 

The „BIG“ five…(1) 



 Goals: 

These are outcome statements that define what an organization is trying to 

accomplish, both programmatically and organizationally. 

Goals need to be S.M.A.R.T. 

Specific, Measurable, Achievable, Realistic, Timely 

 

 Strategies: 

How are you going to meet the goals? 

 

 Remember: If the strategies get too detailed, you are moving away from 

strategic planning and into annual operational planning. 

The „BIG“ five…(2) 



 Opportunity for all to come together and analyze the 

strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, threats 

(SWOT) facing the organization. 

 The SWOT analysis helps everyone focus on key priorities. 

SWOT-Analysis 



 The strengths and weaknesses are internal 

- how is the organization positioned 

- what are the internal challenges 

- what are the areas where the organization shines 

- organization’s reputation and history 

- weaknesses such as capacity, funding, infrastructure etc. 

Questions: 

 Resources or strengths that help us to accomplish our mission or mandate 

or create value for our members (and their patients) 

 Internal weaknesses are deficiencies in resources or capabilities that hinder 

us to accomplish our mission or mandate or create value for our members 

(and their patients) 

SW = Strengths & Weaknesses 



 Opportunities and threats are external 

- new program areas 

- new funding 

- community collaborations 

- threats could be government regulations, 

  economy, competition, dependencies 

Questions: 

 External opportunities are primarily outside factors or situations that we can 

take advantage of to better fulfill our mission or mandate or create value for 

our members (and their patients) 

 External threats/challenges are primarily outside factors or situations that 

can affect us in a negative way take – making it harder to fulfill our mission or 

mandate or create value for our members (and their patients) 

OT = Opportunities & Threats  



 SWOT identifies the current environment - will inform your plan. 

 Screening “External Relations” e.g. 

- Who are the main stakeholders, the org. is dealing with? 

- What are their roles, influences, interests, expectations? 

- Are they “target grougs/target audiences” for future actions? 

 But also – collection of available data? 

- Reg. specific target groups? 

- Reg. environment? 

- Reg. legal influences? 

- Reg. needs/challenges/expectations of e.g. your patients? 

 To complete “your picture” you can also initiate: 

Surveys, interviews, focus groups, etc. 

SWOT and other tools… 
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External Relations… 
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Developing the plan… 
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Phase 1:  Steps 
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Phase 7:  Steps 
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An example: IAPO 



An example: World Hepatitis Alliance 



An example: World Hepatitis Alliance 
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An example: World Hepatitis Alliance 



An example: World Hepatitis Alliance 


